Solve the Clues with Encyclopedia Brown 2020
Windsor Discovery Center 2-3rd grade program
Come join Leroy and Sally, as they bring justice to all, even when the adults can’t
figure it out! Who is the sleuth among us who will solve each case first? Our activities will also include some days at Goslee pool, recess, outside and gym times, free
play, daily silent reading, a weekly field trip, walks, and archery, weather permitting.

Week 1
6/22-26
Week 2
6/29-7/2

EB Boy Detective #1. We’ll be taking fingerprints, cutting watermelons, spinning eggs, playing card games, pretending to be blind and more...

EB Lends a Hand. We’ll use old sayings, color bird gliders, play Horseshoes, decorate hats,
play Bananagrams, make pancakes, and more...

Closed friday
Week 3
7/6-10
Week 4

7/13-17
Week 5
7/20-24
Week 6
7/27-31
Week 7
8/3-7
Week 8
8/10-14
Week 9
8/17-21

EB Takes the Cake. We’ll make garlic bread, pretzels, cake, Italian Ice, potato heads, Chinese stir-fry French fries with toppings, paint a picture and more...

EB Takes the Case. We’ll execute freezer experiments, write captions, hold a spelling bee,
try to walk on stilts, learn volume measurements, do gravity experiments, and more...

EB Carries On. We’ll build a hand-held catapult, have an egg-drop contest, display our collections, learn Ping Pong and some Logic, see what we can do with our non-dominant hand,
and more...
EB Shows the Way. We’ll play ‘Name that Tune’, learn how to play Pool, hold a raffle, guess
what’s in a ‘Touch and feel’ box, create a scary mask, play Alaskan Baseball and more...

EB Solves Them All. We’ll eat cherries, try to lip-read, learn flag positions, have a drum circle, drink Hercules strength tonic to do amazing feats, and more...

EB Finds the Clues. We’ll attempt to build a house of cards, secretly do good deeds, taste
bitter things, form a clay statue, paint with drips, hold a scavenger hunt and ice cube contests, and more...
EB Gets His Man. We’ll play marbles, look for hidden money, decorate a ‘floral’ display,
play Wiffleball, fly a kite , eat blueberries, and more...

